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Those Aspects of Sohrab that are: 
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Channeled by Sohrab 

 

 
DNA of the Energy Body  

Belief in Your Power  
New Energies entering the Body 

 
 
Trance Channeling begins  
 
 
[The Om was hummed in a very low and almost inaudible tone, allowing it to vibrate 
strongly within the body]  
 

: Take a moment and check your body. What has happened within it, with the 
experience of this slightly altered sound? (Sohrab questions some of the sitters 
individually) 
 
Group Member:  I feel very calm. 
 
Group Member: Peace…Quietness……stillness 
 
Group Member: Feeling vibration…inside me 
 
Group Member:.inner sense…. 
 
Group Member: Organs are vibrating… 
 
Group Member:….(inaudible) 
 
Group Member: Uncomfortable…. 
 

: Good! She was honest and said ‘uncomfortable’; you will understand this as the 
meeting progresses. …Yours? (Questioning a sitter right at the back) 



 
Group Member: It was tingling…and …very light…. 
 

: How did it affect your Hara chakra….? Pay attention to that during the course of the 
meeting. Yours…??? (Another Group Member) 
 
Group Member: Aligned totally….. 
 

: Yours, energy master (Another Group Member)… 
 
Group Member: (inaudible) it was joining with my hara… 
 

: We like to put her on the spot….yours… 
 
Group Member: I was covered with green light and my whole body was orange in color.  
 

: And all of this took place in a few moments. . Had we permitted you to continue for 
about 10 to 15 minutes, you would have been so energetically expanded, you would 
have literally ‘flown upto the ceiling’. Try this, on your own, at home.  
 
This level of low, deep inner chanting will cure your ailments, and will bring you into 
‘perfect energetic alignment.’  Do not take our word for it, prove it to yourselves. 
 
Welcome! We are extremely pleased; the group intuitively worked in perfect union with 
Self. There was not one, newcomer or old-timer, who was out of sync with the energies 
of the collective. You are truly learning the paradoxical joy of being an individual and a 
collective, all at once.  
 
Let us begin today, by speaking of the 2nd Wave of energies that are now entering 
Planet Earth during the year 2009. For those of you who were not present at the 
previous meeting, we recommend that you familiarize yourselves with the first wave. 
 
Level 2: .A new and very unfamiliar energy to you, even more unfamiliar than the first. 
THE ENERGIES OF YOUR OWN UPGRADED SELF. 
 
And let us assure you that you will fight and resist these energies to a greater degree 
than you did the first wave, because most of you refuse to accept Who You Really Are.  
 
If, for example, we were to point to a Group Member and say to her that on an 
extremely high energetic level, her stream is pure science, she would laugh at us, and 
say, “how can this be possible?” and yet her energetic stream is Pure Science. She may 
not have chosen to experience or to exercise that aspect in this incarnation, as she 
wishes to work with other aspects of Self, but that does not take away from her purest 
stream.  



 
We will point to one more now, and we know she will laugh! YOU (referring to a Group 
Member) have a Pure Mathematical stream…..she is already laughing….pure, high level 
mathematics…she will not accept that, and yet that is her stream. So you see, each of 
you has a high level stream and not just one, but many aspects that you will not be able 
to acknowledge.  
 
Before we move further, we ask you to take a moment here: close your eyes and ask 
Self to reveal to you a visual of your own Higher Being as it was last year. Now before 
you do this, understand that your own Higher Beingness is pure energy, but Beingness 
will give you a visual to help you understand Self…..proceed….. 
 
Visualize yourself as Self demonstrates. It can be a magnificent male/female form….it 
can be a magnificent expansion of light and energy ….it may even interpret itself as what 
you term an extra-terrestrial or pure light…allow Self to reveal your form, as it was in 
2008………. 
 
Examine it in every detail….Is there clothing? Is there a size, a shape, a form? What is its 
vibration?.......Get rid of the embarrassment that is coming up in waves. Acknowledge 
what is being shown……Very well……you may now return, we will explain why this has 
been done, later in the meeting. 
 
As we said earlier,  the new energies that are now flooding you are the upgraded, 
recreated energies of Self. What exactly does this mean? 
 
Most of you received a visual and an experience of the energies of who you were. What 
is taking place is a complete upgrade of the DNA of your highest Beingness. Now this 
sounds like an absolute paradox:  how can your energy body have DNA? 
 Your physical DNA is only a reflection of the DNA that you really hold in pure energy 
form. Except that energetic DNA does not have a physical manifestation. What does that 
DNA comprise of? Would anyone like to take a guess? 
 
Group Member: Many more strands…a reality of supposedly the 
future…(inaudible)…time… 
 

: The DNA in your highest Beingness functions in this manner, but it is actually 
comprised of 3 aspects:  

 
1. Light    
2. Sound and vibration (together) 
3. The third aspect is less definable, but really refers to your ability to harness 
strands from your own past, present and future, and assimilate them at a higher 
degree of vibration.  

 



We are aware that you are confused, and we will explain each aspect as simply as 
possible: 
 
LIGHT, LIQUID LIGHT, PURE CONSCIOUSNESS: What you experience as light on Earth is 
but a fraction is what true light is; it is only a small bi-product of pure light and pure light 
is complete and total consciousness.  

 
The light that you experience in an average 3rd dimensional body once again is 
comprised of different aspects of Pure light: 
a) Actual rays: when you shine a light upon your hands, you will see its effect, it is 

the actual ray of the light. 
b) A level of energetic vibration: you will feel the heat of a bulb or a flame upon 

your hand. 
c) The unique and inherent energies that are passed on to the 3rd dimensional 

body. For example, you can sense the difference when you are bathed in the 
light of a natural bulb, an infra-red light, and sunlight. 

d) You also receive a level of wisdom and knowledge. The vibration within the 
light awakens your cells, opening you up to the wisdom and knowledge that already 
exists around you.  
 
To use a simple earth example: If you want to increase your knowledge about a 
particular subject, you go onto your computer, do a search, thereby accessing the vast 
amounts of information that is stored in cyberspace. Upgraded light in your energetic 
DNA leads you to do the same with Universal Knowledge. 
 
At the higher level, when light is absorbed by your vastness, the vastness responds to 
the light instantaneously, without the resistance of the physical body and the physical 
mind, and so ‘instantaneous illumination’ of Self takes place. It is not the light that 
illuminates you; it is the light energy that facilitates your illumination of Self. 
 
Let us explain this in a very practical manner. When you see an actor upon the stage, 
standing in a spotlight, what is really happening? The actor is being illuminated, in pure 
physical terms, by the light. Due to the darkness around and the single spotlight upon 
that solitary actor, the entire audience is focused upon that actor. 
 
The instant he receives that ‘energetic attention and light’, he is facilitated by your 
focus and attention, to shine brighter. His performance is instantly raised to a higher 
level. If that same actor was performing to an empty auditorium, he would not shine 
brightly. You, with your focus and attention, have facilitated him to shine brighter; it 
works exactly the same way in your vastness.  

 
The Vastness, the Beingness, the Higher Soul is now receiving illumination from around 
the Universe, it is being bathed in new light, light that it has never experienced before 
and this light is provoking your Beingness, to reflect from within, aspects even your 



Vastness did not know it had, so your own vastness is increasing in consciousness and 
your quotient of liquid light is expanding. Is this much clear?  

 
Added to this now is SOUND AND VIBRATION and we take these together:  
 
A physical cosmic shift is currently taking place in your Universe, one which is just being 
recognized by your Earth scientists, and this is releasing new rhythms and vibrations, 
which you are receiving. 
 
Far, far away, there are seven suns (very much like your sun), which are in the process of 
exploding in a particular sequence, and these are naturally releasing vast amounts of 
energy.  (For those of you who work with numerology, go ahead and study the 
significance of the number 7, as it applies to 2009.) 
 
You are being indirectly affected by these new vibrations. . Now you will ask, is the 
vibration increasing the light in you Beingness OR is the light in your Beingness 
increasing the vibrations…..BOTH…..it is a chain reaction. Each one pushes the other to 
new levels. 
 
This sound vibration is changing the ‘energetic DNA’ in your Beingness. New strands are 
being created in your own Higher Soul, along with an explosion of consciousness. This 
increased level of consciousness permits more strands to be created, and so on. 
 
This process facilitates your processes of assimilating unresolved aspects of self. Your 
own higher consciousness is examining your every aspect of your present, your past, 
and your future, as well as your alternate realities, and says to Self, “Let’s hurry up and 
examine what aspects of self I have not yet assimilated.  Do I need to work on 
Intolerance? Victimhood? Injustice? Etc etc etc” 
 
The higher beingness then instantly sends down rays to those various aspects of 
incarnated selves, permitting these issues to come to the fore, and offering an 
accelerated ability to those aspects of incarnated selves to assimilate them. 
 
This is what is really happening right now. And that is why you are resisting your own 
Higher Beingness even more than you are the new Angelic Strands. 
 
Now understand better what we have told you earlier this year. You have been told that 
new energies are carrying you ‘down the rapids’, that you must live in the moment, that 
you must make energetic choices, moment to moment, and commit to them fully. You 
have too, because the Higher Self is now directing into this incarnated Self, unresolved 
aspects of itself that it wishes to assimilate very, very rapidly. 
 
Now here is some good news!  This year, if you truly commit to the processes of 
assimilation of unresolved aspects of self, you can do it very quickly.  Some aspects will 



only take you a few minutes, others a few days, and others longer.  But what you resist 
will persist!  And the ‘rapids’ will make the ride very bumpy for you, till you are forced to 
deal with it.  It’s YOUR CHOICE. 
 
Group Member: I want to know if you are talking of this reality. There are other parts of 
you, maybe 143 other parts in different dimensions, does this higher Self brings all this 
together? 
 

: Eventually it will…but right now, we urge you to only concern yourself with your 
current incarnation.  Of course your Higher Beingness has allocated various tasks of 
resolution to all other parts of you.  Each part must only focus on his or her own tasks. 
Why worry about the others? 
 
Group Member: I want you to define Consciousness…because this is about 
consciousness…. 
 

: Let us help you understand consciousness in very practical Earth terms.  
 
When a child is born, for a brief period of time he is, in effect, pure consciousness. 
That little child is in full connect with his highest Beingness, with the Masters, his guides 
and friends, and the previous families he had. At the same time, he is acclimatizing to 
his new Earth family, in complete joy. This little baby, who you see as so helpless, is in 
effect, pure consciousness. Why? 
 
He is assimilating a host of ‘new’ experiences: sight, sound, touch, taste, and smell.  The 
warmth of his mother’s arms. Nourishment in the form of milk. A new family. A new 
world. A different existence.  
 
And yet, this is perhaps one-hundreth of what he is actually experiencing.  He is also 
experiencing every single one of these aspects as he has lived them before. He is also 
experiencing the aspect of being in Pure Spirit.  
 
But the child has chosen an earthly incarnation, and to do that successfully, he has to 
slowly let go of his intimate ties with the spirit realm, and with his other incarnations. 
The small physical body hurts him, confines him, annoys him and restricts him. 
 
A lot of the time, when a baby cries, he is saying, “This is so confining!  I am not used to 
this!  I want the freedom I am used to!  Why am I ‘stuck’ in this physical body?” 
 
But he has to acclimatize.  And to do this, he must begin to draw down the ‘veils of 
forgetfulness’, and anchor his energies in this physical body.  HE COULDN’T have 
remained in pure consciousness and simultaneously exist in the third dimension.  Slowly 
the earthly brain takes over, and conditioning seeps in.  He is now separating from pure 
consciousness. 



 
We are aware this seems so futile to you. You will say, “Why separate in the first place, 
why not stay in that form of expanded consciousness?”. 
 
Group Member: For experience…. 
 

: For experience. For growth.  
Sometimes it is necessary to wear blinkers!  A horse, when given blinkers to wear, is not 
distracted by unnecessary sights and sounds around him, and is therefore able to 
concentrate on the road ahead of him. 
 
Imagine, if you had, on earth, full knowledge of all your past incarnations and 
experiences! You would never be able to focus on the specific tasks you have chosen to 
work with, in the present. 
 
Group Member: Does that expand the other consciousness further still….?.. 
 

: Of course! And all of you are now graduate students, who are working on a very 
advanced course: how to bridge the gap between the Spirit and the Physical Realms, 
and yet remain on Earth. 
 
So what is consciousness?  It is a state of non-judgmental, non-critical, observation and 
awareness. IT IS JUST BEING. In every possible realm. Simultaneously. Everywhere and 
Nowhere. 
 
Group Member: Is this why I am experiencing the ecstasy of Spirit and the agony of 3D? 
I am feeling like that…neither here nor there…torn between the two, and yet unable to 
unify them.  
 

: You are correct…just let it happen…experience it all.  
 
So what is really going on in the Higher Soul? We’ve explained the technical aspect of 
what is taking place, but were you to see your Higher Soul as clearly as you see each 
other, what would you see?  
 
You would see and experience, in Self,  new colors, new vibration, new textures, a new 
level of expansion, a new sense of Self and the most important, you would truly KNOW 
that you have no limits.  
 
This is mental concept to everyone in this room. There is not one person who truly 
experiences that, there is not one person, but at least you have begun to mentally 
understand this and you are teaching yourselves to live it through the experience of 
pushing your own boundaries, for example what you (the Group Member who asked the 
question) just explained…. 



 
Group Member: …ecstasy of the vastness, and the Spirit and the expansion…. 
 

: and also the demand you made of the new energies and how they brought you into 
a new level of alignment. Each little victory spurs you on further to push your 
boundaries and believe in Self. Why does he (Sohrab) sit here and channel? Because he 
believes he can. Why don’t you sit here and channel, because you don’t believe you can. 
It is as simple as that. There is no other difference. 
 
Group Member:….(inaudible)…change our reality…. 
 

: Precisely, and to change your reality, you cannot be bound by an old blueprint. You 
must live in the moment. 
 
Group Member:…do we have a new blueprint or we have no blueprint…?? 
 
Group Member: which blueprint is changing? 
 

: We are not going into the blueprint; we have been into it many times before. Let us 
just reiterate: you are now just creating, moment to moment.  
 
Let us liken the blueprint to a house that you live in.  You have lived in the same house 
all your life.  Now you have decided to break down the walls, to build a new house, and 
to constantly re-decorate it, as you go along.  You still need a dwelling. But you now 
have the power to change its appearance, style and décor, at will. 
 
To get back to the topic at hand:  Your vastness is expanding, changing, mutating and 
recreating itself very rapidly.  This entire ‘vastness’ cannot be fitted into this physical 
body, but a large portion of it can.  How?  
 
YOU HAVE TO BELIEVE IT. YOU HAVE TO BELIEVE IN YOURSELF. IN YOUR POWER. 
 
That’s the secret. You have to acknowledge it, you have to believe it and you have to 
live it.  
 
You cannot sit and draw it, as energy strands, from the Higher Self  to Self. NO. That will 
not work. You can only acknowledge it and believe it. He (Sohrab) believes he can 
channel, that is why he is sitting in a room with 60 people in front of him. Did he resist 
this at first?  Of course, for years. Now he has other areas of resistance, which you may 
or may not have. FLOW WITH YOURSELF.  
 
Take a moment here, close your eyes and now ask Self to reveal another visual of Self, 
as you as you are, at this instant of the now. (Pause) 
 



There were a few among you who did not get a visual of self, either time.  We ask you to 
question yourself why you are so scared to see WHO YOU REALLY ARE? 
 
Who would like to share the visuals they received when doing this exercise at the 
beginning of the meeting, and then again just now? 
 
Group Member: The 1st time around I saw myself carrying a lot of burdens on my back 
and now I saw myself as an angel of light, with a star here, and huge,  expanded wings of 
light. 
 

: (To the group) The burdened image she saw was NOT that of her higher beingness.  
That is always expanded.  It was an image of her energetic burdens, which, from her 
perspective, were so vast they appeared to her as engulfing the entire beingness. NOW 
she has begun to see herself as she really is. It is still incomplete.  Allow it to reveal itself 
to you over several days.  Start believing that this is WHO YOU ARE NOW. 
 
Group Member:1st visual: an angel with lots of light at the back and the 2nd:  only light. 
 

: Beautiful…beautiful….we will come back to you…. 
 
Group Member:1st as a white horse charging ahead….2nd could not see anything…. 
 

: You couldn’t see anything, OR you could not describe what you saw? We beg to 
differ, we will come back to you… 
 
Group Member: 1st time a 5 pointed star, and the 2nd time I saw different colors…cannot 
describe Shapes…made up of millions of stars…. 
 

: anyone else? 
 
Group Member: An orb the 1st time and an angel the 2nd time…. 
 
Group Member: 1st time a Banyan tree and the top of (inaudible) and 2nd there was 
light…. 
 
Group Member: Saw myself in a black hole….cannot understand…and a gold hole… 
 

: Remember we had spoken of the black hole within the white hole…. 
 
Group Member: 1st time an angel with a white gown and the 2nd time I saw a violet light, 
and an old church. I was like a fairy… 
 
Group Member: (completely inaudible)…attached but detached…. 
 



Group Member: (inaudible)…and the 2nd time in a cage….. 
 

: in a cage? How did that feel? 
 
Group Member: Wanted to break the cage…very limited… 
 
Group Member: 1st time I saw no actual figure and a peachy colored light and the 
2nd…(?) and lemony yellow light…. 
 
Group Member: 1st got a word ‘baboon’….and 2nd time I saw fire…red- orange… 
 

: What does ‘baboon’ mean to you….? 
 
Group Member:  (inaudible)…aping others? 
 

: This has nothing to do with the physical structure of a baboon.  But your observation 
of ‘aping’ others is correct: you sought to learn from other, to grow energetically in 
‘leaps and bounds’. 
 
You sought guidance, you sought a Master, and you sought the company of others, from 
whom you could learn and grow.  You have now grown so much that you are beginning 
to acknowledge your own light, power, and vibrancy. ‘Ape’ was the only word you 
needed to take from the baboon image. 
 
Group Member: From the baboon I got she is foolish not to see her own Self…. 
 

: Please say this again…‘not to see her own Self’ 
 
Group Member: 1st time absolutely nothing…2nd time was a question mark and the arc 
of the question mark goes into the horse shoe….and the dot below is ‘shoonya’ ….. 
 

: Your ‘nothingness’ was not the inability to acknowledge yourself. It was the blank 
canvas….Beautiful! 
 
Group Member: 1st time I saw a mountain peak covered with stone…2nd time a fire 
raging, really raging… 
 

: Wonderful! We will speak to the group of your images, dear friend. 
 
The barren mountain top was, in fact, a wonderful visual for you. There was an 
acceptance, an inherent acceptance of your loftiness, your ability to reach the stars, 
your ability to stand firm, no matter what. Nothing can shake a mountain. But the visual 
was barren, empty, and unable to be energetically productive: life’s experiences had laid 
you bare.  



 
The new visual for the both of you is the same. The raging fire is the most beautiful 
visual you could possibly have got for Self. (This does not apply to everyone in the room, 
it applies to them). It signifies your complete surrender to the new, your desire to 
expunge all that you were, to burn it to the ground and to rise like the phoenix from the 
ashes.  
 
Understand that your Higher Beingness has shown you where you really are today. Go 
with it, go with it in your own way, whether it is to open out to new ideas and 
possibilities, to attend a meeting, to listen, to share information, to exchange your 
knowledge with others, to be the best person you can be, to have faith in your power 
and your Self, whatever it is you wish, that is the new aspect of you that is coming to the 
fore. Let it emerge. The phoenix is about to rise from the ashes. 
 
We cannot speak of each person individually, but we need to point out a trend here. As 
we said when we began, of course your physical higher soul does not have an actual 
form or shape, but your consciousness will give you an indication of how you feel about 
your Beingness at any moment in time for e.g. at a time when you are deeply resistant 
to who you are, you may see the form of a disgusting alien, in other words you feel 
‘alienated’ from Who You Really Are.  
 
The Angelic form that has been a repeated theme in this room, is you pointing out to 
yourself your vibrancy, your light, your purity, your ability to rise above and look at the 
bigger picture, your ability to transcend time and space, your ability to create miracles 
for Self and others, your ability to be ‘an angel’ in every form. 
 
Another trend that you will have noticed is that often, in the 2nd visualization, people did 
not receive an actual form, but viewed Self as pure light, and pure energy. This is simply 
because, at this moment in time, you don’t need a form, you are content seeing yourself 
in  pure energy without putting a form to it, to translate those energies to this 3rd 
dimensional form.  
 
Now this does not mean that those who received a form the 2nd time around are lagging 
behind, not at all, they received a form for a very specific reason and they need to 
question what the energy of that form was telling them in this moment in time. 
 
For those of you, who received an either a blank canvas or a question mark or 
undefined, expanded energies, know that you are so open to Self, and to the new 
creation of Self that you are working on. 
 
The Black hole and the White hole are 2 aspects of yourself, you are already familiar 
with your own Kali Ma energies, facilitating the absorption of ‘so-called’ negativity. Now 
you have got to the point where you are able to absorb it, and transmute it through the 



white hole, which only reflects it back to the Universe in a new and upgraded form. It is 
also the perfect balance of matter and anti matter.  
 
Group Member: Inaudible) 
 

: Dear Friend, this is not a ‘failure’ on your part. Let us talk of this, as the answer 
applies to others in the room as well. 
 
Your ultimate quest in this incarnation is the WHO AM I. You have no idea who you are 
and you are searching, as are many others in this room and on this planet, for a better 
knowledge and understanding of Self. The WHO AM I. 
 
Most human beings are on this journey, but it is not necessarily the focus of their 
journey. In your case, it is. 
 
Every time you listen to another’s opinion of your thoughts, actions, beliefs, and 
behaviour, you take it in indiscriminately.  So if someone says ‘you are stupid’, you begin 
to feel stupid. I someone says ‘you are brilliant’ you begin to say ‘am I brilliant’.  
 
Please do not take this as criticism; it is a structure that you have chosen for certain 
evolutionary purposes. You have worked at this for a long time, and have come into a 
sense of self to a much greater degree than before, but from time to time, you slip back 
into old patterns, where you need others to validate you, rather than finding validation 
from within. 
 
We thank you for having had the courage to express this publicly: there are many in this 
room who share this issue, and needed to hear this.   
 
Here is a little ‘homework’ you can do, if you so choose.  Spend a few days asking Self to 
give you a daily visual of Who You Are Right Now. Do this in different ways: sometimes 
while meditating, sometimes while involved in a daily activity, or while sitting in a car. 
 
Self WILL reveal to you how MAGNIFICENT you really are.  You will probably doubt and 
resist your visuals, but persevere.  You will begin to see YOU. 
 
Group Member: If 2008 has…(inaudible)… 2009 create a new illusion, is it still 3rd density 
or…? 
 

: (laughing)…At the beginning of this year you were all handed the proverbial blank 
canvas and like little children, you are now sitting cross legged in front of it with open 
pots of paint and brushes strewn around you, ready to have a lot of fun! 
But this canvas is a little different to an Earth canvas, as it has dimensionality added to 
it. So each time you dip your paint brush into a certain aspect of paint and make a 
stroke on this canvas, you are offering yourself an opportunity to follow that path.  



 
Sometimes it will seem very random, sometimes it will seem impetuous, sometimes it 
will seem rash, sometimes it will seem foolish, but we tell you here and now, this year 
you are all going to be abstract painters. You cannot paint with form and color, with 
perfect lines, outlines and definitions, you cannot paint by squares and numbers, you 
have to sometimes dip your fingers into the paint and smear it around. Sometimes you 
have to pick up the pots of paint and throw it at the canvas. Live your life king-size!  Risk! 
Dare! Venture out! Take the unexplored path! 
 
Group Member: Suppose we don’t want to paint? Do we yet expand? 
 

: If you don’t paint, is your own Beingness will go into a state of complete and utter 
boredom. Not boredom as you know it, but a sense of stagnation and ennui will begin to 
creep in, which will lead to deeper and deeper levels of depression. 
 
You have to paint. Why?  Because YOU have enrolled in the Art Class! So have fun with 
it, and paint the most glorious abstract work of art, with dimension and texture, color, 
light and vibration. One paint box is pure experience, one paint box is inter-
dimensionality, one color is risk, one color confusion, one color experience, one color 
circumstance, and so on.  
 
Be the most daring, exciting, vibrant painter you can be. Do not try to emulate a Picasso, 
do not try to emulate a Raja Ravi Verma, find out Who You Are, so that your canvasses 
get the highest bidding at the next cosmic auction! (laughing)  
 
Group Member: …My daughter-in- law has being doing this for the last 2/3 years, 
exactly as you’ve said, literally…yet she never wants to put her name to her canvasses.  
Why? 
 

: We have spoken about this to her privately, we will only reveal those aspects 
that are not private.   
 
Her daughter-in-law paints exactly as was just mentioned. Her connection with Self is in 
full flow when she ‘outpours’ onto her canvasses.  She literally cannot stop. She uses, 
intuitively, the perfect combination of her own energies and the energies of the person 
who is going to buy her paintings, even when she consciously does not know who they 
are going to be. 
 
So you will only buy a painting from her when you have energetically contracted to 
receive those energies in your home. With the correct energies, at the correct time. 
 
There are several reasons why she refuses to sign her paintings.  One is deep 
conditioning on her part of unworthiness and that is an aspect she has been urged to 
look at. She was given ‘an easy way out’ by a certain Master, in a certain session, where 



she was offered the option of creating and using a symbol, instead of her actual 
signature, but even this she resists.  
 
If she continues to resist this year, she will find her path rocky. There will come a phase 
where her inspiration begins to constrict, where her paintings do not have the demand 
they have right now, and through that process she will begin to question Self and then 
make her future choices.  
 
Do not warn her of this. It must come naturally. 
 
Group Member: In one of Ellaeenah’s channeling we were told as vision expands…there  
are certain energies given to us, that will enhance those expanded visions, later on a 
one on one session I was told that they were metallic sound like energies, is this what’s 
been given to us. 
 

:  Let us say this is a ‘first cousin’ energy. Very similar… 
 
Group Member: When will those come? 
 

: When the time is right….No, you are not incorrect, these are closely linked with 
those…part of these spill over into that area, but not completely… 
 
Group Member: Is the Who Am I  quest  similar/different from What Am I? 
 

: How you all love to play with words! This is a difficult one to answer, as even the 
statement Who Am I, is different for each individual. Each person’s quest is slightly 
different. So in some cases, the Who Am I could include the What Am I or the Where Am 
I, but the overall umbrella statement is Who Am I, as it includes all these aspects within 
it.  
 
Let us tell you, here and now, you will never find out Who You Are in this incarnation. 
Never.  If you could touch every aspect of Who You Really Are, you would not be able to 
contain it in your physical bodies. 
 
But your quest is to push your boundaries, and to experience as much of the Who Am I, 
in this physical form, as is possible. So once again, each person’s journey is unique to 
them and there is no comparison with another’s quest.  
 
It may interest you to know that different Masters experienced different aspects of the 
Who Am I, when they were on planet Earth. This has been briefly spoken of before, but 
we will refresh your memories:   
 
The Satya Sai Baba’s quest for the Who Am I used two major aspects to explore it:  
corruption, and sexual energies. Now for those in this room who are pure devotees, this 



is not a blasphemous statement, it is a statement of pure light, as the Master himself did 
not see these aspects as negative. He saw them as magnificent tools for growth and 
expansion, and he focused upon these 2 in his personal quest for the Who Am I.  
 
The Sai Baba, the one who is so revered, loved, and adored by most of you, explored 
the Who Am I predominantly through one human aspect: lack of Self Worth. Once 
again, you may say, a blasphemous statement, but what a learning tool he chose!  
 
Our question to you is: do you have the courage he had, to hold the position and the 
energies he had on planet Earth, and still experience this, at the same time?  
 
The Jesus’ Who Am I came from his attempt to unite the ‘split personality’ within Self, 
what you would term ‘schizophrenia.’ His final union of the holy trinity (body, mind and 
soul) only came during his last few seconds on earth. 
 
It takes great courage to be so powerful, to wield such a high level of energies, and to 
still explore the ‘inadequacies’ of Self. Do you have that?  
 
We leave you now, in Joy, Love, Light and Expansion… 
 

BLESSINGS FROM THOSE ASPECTS OF SOHRAB THAT ARE 
THE SAI BABA, 

THE SATYA SAI BABA, 
THE JESUS, 

THE MEHER BABA, 
THE BUDDH, AND 

THE KUTHUMI 
 
                                              ********************* 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 


